Some History...

Our Mission?

Our people...

Towards the end of 2007, the Spanish Chief of Defence,
through the Allied Command of Transformation,
formally offered to NATO a multinational Counter-IED
COE. Later on, in 2008, the Transformation Command
confirmed that the future COE concept fully met with
Allied principles.

The C-IED COE mission is to provide subject matter
expertise in order to support the Alliance, its Partners, and
the International Community in the fight against IED and
co-operate to increase security of Allied Nations and of the
troops deployed in theatres of operations, reducing or
eliminating the threats from improvised explosive devices
used by terrorists or insurgents.

The nations currently sponsoring the C-IED COE are:
Czech
Republic,
France,
Germany,
Hungary,
Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Spain, Turkey, United
States and Sweden with Greece in the process of
joining as an additional sponsor nation.

Prior to joining the NATO COEs community, ACT had to
certify that the facilities, quality and level of readiness
offered to the allies matched the NATO standards. In
June 2010, six countries signed the Memorandum of
Understanding in Norfolk, Virginia.

Our Vision?
The vision of the COE plans to use a Comprehensive
Approach to face up the challenge, with the support of
not only military personnel, but also the contribution
from law enforcement, police, intelligence community,
academia and research & technology industry. The
synergy of all these elements will contribute to the
identification of terrorist / insurgent networks using IED’s
and the IED’s themselves.
The C-IED COE is the natural venue for all C-IED issues in
NATO arena. Its director chairs and participates in related
working groups of both NATO and European Defence
Agency, in order to create synergies between both
organizations.

We colaborate with...
The Centre of Excellence is one of the actors
mentioned in the NATO C-IED Action Plan, which is
“aimed to reduce the strategic impact of IEDs in
current and future conflicts by limiting their tactical and
operational effects”. It identifies actions required to be
fulfilled by the Centre from 2010 onwards.

The Centre is manned with 55 posts. Among them, 27
posts are assigned to the Framework Nation and other
13 are open to current and future Sponsor Nations.
Spain contributes with additional staff members to
provide the Host Nation Support (HNS).
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Travel to the C-IED COE facilities
NATO C-IED COE is located at the western part of
Madrid, at Hoyo de Manzanares municipality, just by the
highway A-6 which connects Madrid with the western
area of Spain.
The nearest airport is Madrid Barajas. In this web site you
can get more information: http://www.aena.es. From the
airport it is possible to take the Metro from all airport
terminals (Line 8), transfer at “NUEVOS MINISTERIOS”
Station with Line 6 and get off at “MONCLOA STATION”.
Then, in the same intermodal transport hub (level 1,
island 2 walkway 28), take the bus 611 or 611a line
directly to the C-IED COE Facilities (30 minutes). If you
take a taxi from the airport the price is about 60 €.
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